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BIO GR A PH I E S OF FROBE N I US I NST I TUT E M E M BE R S
I N VOLV E D I N Et hiopian St u dies

ASFA-WOSSEN ASSER AT E (*1948)
Asfa-Wossen Asserate was born in 1948 in Addis Ababa as a
great nephew of Emperor Haile Selassie. After graduating at the
German School in Addis Ababa, he studied law, economy and
history at the universities of Tübingen and Cambridge. In 1978
he earned his doctorate at the Frobenius Institute in Frankfurt,
working under Eike Haberland on a historical study on Ethiopia. During the Ethiopian revolution, his father was killed and
the rest of his family was captured. The political situation meant
that he was not allowed to return to his homeland and so he
remained in Germany. In 1994 he founded Orbis Aethiopicus, a
society devoted to the preservation and upkeep of the country’s
culture and monuments and to advancing knowledge of Ethiopia’s long and rich history both in
Ethiopia and in Europe. He works as a business consultant for Africa and the Middle East, as
a political analyst and as an author. His book Manieren (2003), which describes German manners as seen through the eyes of an African observer, was a bestseller in Germany. Amongst his
other publications are his autobiography – Ein Prinz aus dem Hause David. Und warum er in
Deutschland blieb [A prince of the house David and why he remained in Germany] (2007) – and a
biography of Haile Selassie – King of kings: The triumph and tragedy of emperor Haile Selassie I
of Ethiopia (2015). For his numerous publications and activities as a mediator between African
countries and Germany, he was awarded the Federal Cross of Merit in 2016.

BAY R LE, A LF (*1900; †1982)
Alf Bayrle studied fine arts at several academies in Stuttgart and
Munich. In 1926 he went to Paris as a painter and became a
student at the Académie de la Grande Chaumière. Among his
friends were Colette, André Derain, Rene Jurdain, Paul Poiret
and Maurice Ravel, and he also had contact with Giorgio de
Chirico, Jean Cocteau, Le Corbusier, Raoul Dufy, Aristide
Maillol, Henri Matisse and Pablo Picasso. In 1927 he exhibited
alongside Arno Breker. In 1934 Leo Frobenius asked him to join
the Frobenius Institute’s research expeditions as a scientific and
artistic team member. That same year he travelled with Adolf
Ellegard Jensen, Helmut von den Steinen und Hellmut Wohlenberg to Ethiopia to act as the expedition’s illustrator. The resulting publication, Im Lande des
Gada – Wanderungen zwischen Volkstrümmern Südabessiniens [In the land of Gada – Walking

